Leo‘s Wild Adventures: Moon Fever
A n d r e a s

V ö l l i n g e r

Aunt Agneta has come up with something very special for her favourite nephew Leo‘s birthday: They fly to the moon with spaceship
Amelia and household robot Albert. There‘s even a fast lunar mobile on board. But it‘s not just eating and drinking that prove to be a
real challenge in space—what do you do if you break down on the moon? Leo has to come up with a quick solution before the
oxygen runs out …
Another volume in the series Leo‘s Wild Adventures—exciting first readers for boys and girls.
Leo and his inventor aunt Agneta have suspenseful adventures together. With a time machine they travel to the dinosaurs, or fight
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their way through the garden jungle when shrunk to beetle size .
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Praise for Volume One
“… a great, wild and funny adventure.” - Radio Bremen
“This funny story is so entertaining, that you immediately start reading it anew in order to once again find out all the details about the great
inventions and the exciting adventures of Leo and his aunt Agnetha .” - www.kidsbestbooks.com
“A crazy trip back to primeval times, which provides a lot of information about dinosaurs in an amusing manner. With funny illustrations.” -

Westfälische Nachrichten

“A lively story with a lot of action and fun for little dinosaur fans and all those who enjoy a good laugh.” - Kinderohren.com
“A time travel treat for all those who enjoy thrilling and funny stories!” - Kilifü
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DINOSAUR ALARM
THE BEETLE CHAOS
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